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Forecaster: Cody Hewitt

Today starts off quiet but things deteriorate rather quickly once we get around mid-day and the early afternoon. For now, it
remains dry so the morning is still a okay for outdoor plans. Once showers begin though, expect the coverage to gradually
increase through the afternoon and turn into steadier & heavier areas of rain closer evening. The disturbance moves quickly,
departing overnight followed by partial clearing toward morning. Much of the rain falls within the evening, with at least 1"
guaranteed and local amounts approaching 3" where heavy rain persists the most. Most streams/creeks likely don't react much
due to recent dry conditions but poor drainage & street flooding can certainly occur. Thursday is then much drier albeit quite
windy as gusts approach or even just exceed 40 mph at times..Friday remains breezy but quiet otherwise.

HAZARD OVERVIEW
Hazard Wed Thu - Fri Description

Severe Weather None Low
Wind gusts near or surpass 40 mph at times late tonight into
Thursday, which can bring down tree limbs and result in isolated
power outages

Flooding None Low Rain this afternoon/evening can cause minor roadway & street
flooding (leaf-clogged drains may exacerbate issues)

Coastal Low Moderate High tide this eve nears 1' above norm, then 2' early Thurs AM. Heavy
rain can enhance issues. (see https://coast.noaa.gov/slr/ for details)
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Wednesday
Any early sun rapidly fades behind incoming clouds. Showers become possible by 12 - 2 PM before
turning into steady periods of rain (heavy at times) late into the evening. Turning breezy.
0.50 - 1.00" of Rain
High 61 - 65 | SE winds 10 - 20 mph, gusts to 25 - 30

Wed Night
Cloudy and windy as periods of steady and heavy rain lift 9 - 11 PM, followed by a lingering shower or
two until just after Midnight and partial clearing overnight.
1.00 - 1.50" of Rain  (Additional; storm total 1.50-2.50", locally 3-3.5")
Low 45 - 50 | ESE winds shift WNW, incr 10 - 20 mph, gusts to 35

SHORT RANGE FORECAST

Thursday
Intervals of sun & clouds, windy. Watching for a returning afternoon shower or sprinkle.
30% chance for a Trace - 0.15" of Rain
High 53 - 58 | Westerly winds 20 - 30 mph, gusts 40 - 50

Thu Night Turning partly to mostly clear. Still breezy.
Low 44 - 48 | NW winds 15 - 30 mph, gusts to 35 - 40 early then diminishing through the night

Friday Mixed sun & clouds. Remaining breezy.
High 57 - 61

MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST

Saturday A good deal of sun and nice.
High 61 - 66

Sunday Partly sunny. Slim risk for a PM shower but leaning toward it being dry.
High in the upper 60s
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